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I created a pretty under water scene for our card today using the Beauty of the Deep Bundle and a 
variety of ink colors. The Beauty of the Deep Bundle and many of the colors I used for this card 
will be available for customer purchase beginning on May 2...just a few weeks away!  Let's get 
started!

Supplies:

Beauty of the Deep Bundle (161237)•
Tropical Leaf Stamp Set (used for the sentiment)•
Stylish Shapes Dies•
Pool Party Grosgrain Ribbon•
Flat Adhesive-Backed Pearls•
Blending Brush•
Paper:  Basic White, Pretty Peacock (150880), Lost Lagoon (133679)•
Ink:  Tuxedo Black Memento Ink, Pecan Pie (161669), Petal Pink, Berry Burst (144089), 
Pretty Peacock (150090), Lost Lagoon (161776)

•

Stampin' Blends:  Lemon Lolly (161673)•
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Adhesives:  Multipurpose Liquid Glue, Mini Glue Dots, Stampin' Dimensionals•
Paper Trimmer•
Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine•

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Pretty Peacock cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Outside & Inside Panels - Cut 2 Basic White cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Scraps of Basic White for sentiment label and fish•
Scrap of Lost Lagoon for sea plant•

1. 

Using one of the Basic White panels, begin building your underwater scene.  Refer to photos 
for placement of stamped images.

Start by stamping the coral image twice on the lower right side of the panel and stamp 
in Petal Pink ink.

•

Next, stamp the tall slender seaweed image on the left side of the panel using Pretty 
Peacock ink.  I stamped the image several times and stamped over the previously 
stamped images.

•

Use the sand stamp to stamp sand along the bottom of the panel using Pecan Pie ink.•
Use Berry Burst ink to stamp sea anemones along the bottom edge of the panel.  I 
stamped this image both in first- and second-generation stamping to provide some 
depth to the stamped images.

•

2. 

Use a blending brush, blend Lost Lagoon ink across the entire panel.  I made some areas a 
little darker than others which gives the suggestion of light and shadow in the water.

3. 

Onto a scrap piece of Basic White cardstock, stamp the angel fish three times using Tuxedo 
Black Memento ink.    Use Lemon Lolly Stampin' Blends to color in the white areas of the 
fish.  Use the coordinating die from the Beauty of the Deep Dies set to cut out the fish.

4. 

From the Tropical Leaf Stamp Set, stamp the sentiment "hello" onto Basic White cardstock 
using Pretty Peacock ink.  Use the 3rd from smallest round die from the Stylish Shapes Dies 
set to cut out.

5. 

Die cut 1 sea bush from Lost Lagoon cardstock.  Adhere the bush to the ink blended and 
stamped panel.  Adhere towards the lower left of the panel.  Note, only apply glue to the 
bottom half of the die cut so that the top can be free to lift up from the surface of the card.

6. 

Adhere the angel fish just above the sea bush using Mini Glue Dots.  The glue dots help to 
pop up the fish slightly.

7. 
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Use a few Mini Glue Dots to adhere a short length of Pool Party Grosgrain Ribbon to the 
upper right of the panel at an angle.  Use Stampin' Dimensionals to adhere the sentiment 
label over the previously adhered ribbon.  Trim the ribbon ends as needed.

8. 

Adhere the completed panel to the front of the card base using liquid glue.9. 
On the inside panel, stamp the coral image using Petal Pink ink.  Stamp several of the sea 
anemone image using Berry Burst ink over the base of the coral image.  Use the same 
blending brush to slightly blend Lost Lagoon ink over the stamped images.  Adhere the 
inside panel to the inside of the card.

10. 
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Stamp the coral image and sea anemones onto the lower left front of the envelope.   Lightly 
blend Lost Lagoon ink over the stamped iamges.

11. 

On the envelope flap, partially stamp the large lacy leafed image using Pretty Peacock ink.12. 
Adhere several Flat Adhesive-Backed Pearls to the bottom of the card front along the ocean 
floor.

13. 
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This completes the card!  The images in the Beauty of the Deep Bundle are so incredibly pretty 
and life-like!  If you're an ocean lover like me...you'll want to add this Bundle to your stamp 
collection!

Additional products used to create this card are included on the next page.  Item numbers for 
products that will be available on May 2 are included under the Supply list at the top of this 
document.
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Tropical Leaf 
Photopolymer 

Stamp Set 
(English) - 161242

Price: $20.00

Add to Cart

Stylish Shapes 
Dies - 159183

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Pool Party 3/8" (1 
Cm) Grosgrain 

Ribbon - 160430

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Flat Adhesive-
Backed Pearls - 

160449

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Blending Brushes - 
153611

Price: $12.50

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Tuxedo Black 
Memento Ink Pad - 

132708

Price: $6.00

Add to Cart

Petal Pink Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

147108

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $125.00

Add to Cart
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